MARRIOTT ASPIRES TO BE THE GLOBAL HOSPITALITY LEADER IN PRESERVING THE WORLD AROUND US WHILST DELIVERING THE PERFECT EVENT.

Demonstrating how responsible hospitality management can be a positive force for the environment, Marriott implements new fresh ideas whilst creating global economic opportunities in the communities where we work and live.

From reducing our consumption to developing green hotels; from inspiring our Associates to collaborating with suppliers, we are committed to creating a more sustainable future.

At over 50 hotels across the UK, Green Meetings by Marriott* includes:
- Note pads produced using FSC accredited stock
- Pens made from recycled materials
- Eco-friendly water service
- Meeting room recycling, where available
- Online event menus
- Organic flowers (upon request)
- Recyclable ‘Box Lunch’ program
- Paperless billing

VISIT MARRIOTT.COM/ENVIRONMENT FOR MORE INFORMATION

Green Meetings by Marriott standards are subject to individual hotel availability at participating Marriott® hotels across the UK